Let G = (V, E) be a digraph and f a mapping from E into an Abelian group A.
INTRODUCTION
Let G = ( V, E) be a directed graph and A a non-trivial Abelian group, and let F( G, A) denote the set of all functions f: E --) A. For a vertex x E V let E-(x) (resp. E+ (x)) be the set of all ingoing (resp. outgoing) edges incident with X. Associated with every function SE F(G, A) is its boundary 3f: V+ A, defined as Visualizing f as some sort of a "flow," 8f measures the "deficit in material" which "accumulates" at each vertex. Let A* stand for the set of nonzero elements of A and let F*(G, A) be the subset of F(G, A) consisting of all functionsf: E -+ A*. An A-nowhere-zero-flow (abbreviated as A-NZF) in G is an f~ F*(G, A) with af= 0. Nowhere-zero flow have been studied extensively since they were introduced by W. Tutte more than three decades ago [ 121. A thorough discussion of previous work on NZFs and a list of references can be found in [6] .
Let G = ( V, E) be a graph and A an Abelian group. A mapping b : V + A is a zero sum function on G if EXE v b(x) = 0. The questions that we study here regard the following: DEFINITION Let G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph and A an Abelian group. G is said to be A-connected if the following holds: Given an orientation G' of G, every zero sum function b: V -+ A is the boundary af of some function f E F*(G', A)
Two obvious facts to note are that for every f E F(G, A) Jf is zero sum and that the choice of orientation G' is immaterial: If the above is satisfied for one orientation of G then it holds for every orientation (replace f (e) by -f(e) if the orientation of an edge e is reversed). We also observe that every A-connected graph admits an A-NZF and this is one of the motivations for the present paper. A-connectivity is a property of undirected graphs whose definition calls for an arbitrary orientation, as is also the case with the definition of A-NZF. Throughout this paper a graph G is assumed to be equipped with a fixed arbitrary orientation and the discussion always concerns the undirected underlying graph. This abuse of language helps circumvent long and cumbersome formulations. This convention follows C61.
Another notational convention which we frequently use is the following: ( 1.1) A function f defined on a subset H of a set E (of edges) is considered to be defined on the whole set E, where it is assumed that f(e) = 0 for every e E (E -H) (the range off is an Abelian group).
Here are some reasons why we chose the term "A-connectivity": Since every boundary satisfies the zero sum condition for every connected component, A-connectivity obviously implies connectivity. In fact, since every A-connected graph admits an A-NZF, it must also be 2-edge connected. The converse is false, for the cycle C, is not A-connected if the order of A is <n. A-connectivity is preserved under addition of edges (see Corollary 2.4), as well as under identification of vertices. It is also a local property, highly sensitive to the existence of sparse induced subgraphs. In later sections several less obvious relations between (edge/vertex) connectivity and A-connectivity are explored. Finally, to avoid unnatural restriction to connected graphs, we define a graph to be locally A-connected if each of its connected components is A-connected. Accordingly a locally zero sum function is a function b : V -+ A which sums up to zero over every connected component of a graph G = ( V, E).
As to the content of this paper, Section 2 contains several equivalent formulations of A-connectivity and develops some tools. Section 3, the main part of the paper, consists of a systematic comparison of problems and theorems from the theory of nowhere-zero flows to their analogues where "admitting an A-nowhere-zero flow" is replaced by "A-connected." We conclude, in Section 4, by some generalizations of the theory to nongraphic regular matroids.
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS

Without the connectivity:
nowhere zero constaint A-connectivity becomes mere PROPOSITION 
A graph G = ( V, E) is connected if and only if every zero sum function b: V + A is the boundary 8f of some function f E F (G, A ).
Proof: The "if" part is obvious. For the "only if" part it clearly suffices to deal with the case where G is a tree. The result is trivial if G has only one vertex. Otherwise, let x E V be a leaf and e = (x, y) the edge incident with it and let G'= G -x. For a zero sum function b: V + A on G, let b' : V(G') 4 A equal b on V-{n, y} and let b'(y) = b(y) + b(x). Now b' is a zero sum function on the tree G', so by induction on the size of the tree, there exists f' E F(G', A) with b' = @'. Assuming that e is directed from x to y, let f(e) = b(x) and f(E--{y)) =f' to obtain b = cYJ: m An A-flow in G is a function f~ F(G, A) where 8f is identically zero. Accordingly, 8f = 8g if and only if f and g are in the same coset of F(G, A) modulo F,( G, A)-the subgroup of all A-flows (F( G, A) is considered a group in the obvious way). Thus the 8 operator is a bijection from F(G, A) to the set of zero sum functions if and only if G is connected and its group of A-flows F,(G, A) is trivial, that is, if and only if G is a tree.
A-connectivity can be redefined in terms of A-flows: PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and A an Abelian group. Then the foZZowing three statements are equivalent:
(ii) G is connected and given any YE F (G, A ), there exists an A-flow f E F,(G, A) such that f(e) #J(e) for every e E E.
(iii) Given a zero sum function b : V + A andfE F( G, A), there exists a function f E F(G, A) which satisfies af = b and f (e) #T(e) for every e E E.
Proof.
(i) * (ii): If G is A-connected then, given any f~ F(G, A), there exists g E F*( G, A) such that dg = -$ Define f =f+ g; then f is an A-flow and it differs from 3 on every edge.
(ii) * (iii): Applying Proposition 2.1, there exists, for every zero sum function b, g E F(G, A) such that b = dg. Given 3~ F(G, A), (ii) yields the existence of a flow f' E FO( G, A) such that f'(e) #j(e) -g(e) for every edge e. The function f = g + f' satisfies the assertion of (iii). 
Proof
Let G = H u cl u ,..., u c,, where cl,..,c, are the circuits which form G as the k-closure of H. Define Go = H and for every i, 1 < i < n Gi = Gi-1 u Ci, so G, = G and IGi -Gi-1 1 < k. There is nothing to prove if n = 0. Otherwise, consider the last circuit c,. There are 1 AJ different A-flows in F,(c,, A). For every eE (G, -G,-1) there are I p(e)1 < (Al/k A-flows f' E FO( c,, A), for which f'(e) E F(e). Summing up over at most k edges of G, -G, _ I , there remains at least one A-flow fi E F,(c,, A), such that fi(e) # F(e) for every e E G, -G,-i. By induction on n, G,-1 has an A-flow f2 E F,,(G,-1, A), which satisfies f2(e) $ F(e) for every e E (G,-1 -c,) -H and f*(e) 4 {a -fde) I aEF(e)} for every eE(Gnvlnc,)-H.
The required function f E F(G, A) is defined by f = fi + f2 (Recall Convention 1.1; it means f(e) =f2(e) f or Ed C-1 -cn9 f(e) =fAe) +fde) for ~EG,-~ nc,, andf(e)=f,(e) for eEc,-GG,-J. ThenfeF,(G, A) and f(e) # F(e) for every e E G -H are easily verified 1.
Clearly a subgraph H is connected and spanning in a graph G if and only if cl I(H) = G. Therefore We neither prove nor disprove a similar result with regards to A-connectivity. Even for the smallest different groups of the same order, we do not know of any Z,-connected graph which is not Z2 x &connected, or vice versa. Neither can we prove that such graphs do not exist.
Another, closely related, property of NZF's is what we call monotonicity:
If G admits a k-NZF then it admits a t-NZF for every t > k [12] . A similar statement with respect to A-connectivity is false. We need the following elementary observation: PROPOSITION 3.1. Let P be a cyclic group of prime order, S a proper subset of P, and T a subset of P which contains at least two elements. Then IS+ T( > JSI.
Proof: Let a, b be two distinct elements of T. Suppose IS + Tj = IS]. The S+a=S+b, because IS+aJ = (S+bJ = ISI and both are included in S + T. But then S = S + a -b so S contains a coset of the subgroup generated by a -b. But P has no proper subgroup so S = P, a contradiction 1 Let G = (V, E) consist of 4 simple "parallel" paths, each 3 edges long, sharing end vertices X, y and otherwise disjoint (see Fig. 1 ).
OBSERVATION.
G is Z,-connected but it is not Z,-connected. Fig. 1 ). Now check condition (iii) of Proposition 2.2: A function f~ F(G, 2,) which satisfies the O-boundary condition on the inner vertices and never agrees with f is an even constant on each of the 4 paths. To satisfy the given boundary on x and y, 1 must be expressible as the sum of 4 even numbers, a contradiction.
On the other hand, Z,-connectivity follows through Proposition 2.2 (ii). The restrictions forced by an assignment 3 E + Z5 of "forbidden" values leave each of the 4 parallel paths with a set of at least two allowed values, from which to select the value for the flow f on this path, in such a way to make a(f)(x) = a(f)(y) = 0. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that for every four sets A, B, C, D A similar construction yields a P-connected graph which is not A-connected, whenever P is of prime order and A has a proper subgroup H, such that IAl -IHI c (PI -1. We do not know if monotonicity holds for 3-edge connected graphs. This question will be put in a new perspective by the results to follow.
A main theme in what follows is theorems of the form: "If G is m-edge connected, then it is A-connected for a certain class of groups A."
A = Z2
Admitting a 2-flow is equivalent to being an Eulerian graph. However, no graph except K, is &-connected.
There is only one function in F*(G, 2,) and its boundary, the degree parity function on V, is not the only zero sum function on G, unless ( VVJ = 1. V-, Z3 defined by b(x) = 1 for every x E V is a zero sum function. For G to be Z,-connected, there must exist a function f~ (G, Z,) with df= b. Reversing every edge e for which f(e) = 2, we obtain an orientation for which b is the boundary of the function which maps all the edges to 1. Hence, in that orientation, the out-degree of each vertex is either 1 or 4. This implies that there are 4 vertices of out-degree 4 and 8 of out-degree 1. But all independent sets in G have at most 3 vertices, so there must be 2 adjacent vertices with out-degree 4, a contradiction. Recently, Alon, Linial, and Meshulam [ 1 ] have studied the following problem: What is the smallest integer k such that the union (with repetitions) of any k spanning sets B1, BZ, . . . . B, of the n-dimensional space Gpp over the prime field GF, forms an additive basis of the space; i.e., for any x E GF; there exist A 1 E B, , . . . . A, E Bk such that x = cf= 1 CYt A, y? The upper bound presented in their paper depends on both the prime p and the dimension n; however, no counterexample is known to the conjecture that k is upper bounded by p. Focusing on the case where p = 3, the following is obtained: PROPOSITION 3.2. If there exists an integer k, such that the union with repetitions of any k spanning sets of a finite vector space over GF, is an additive basis of the space, then Conjecture 3 holds for I= 2k. In particular if it holds for k = 3 (which may be true for all we know) then every 6-edge connected graph is Z,-connected.
Proof.
Let H be a spanning subgraph of a connected graph G = ( V, E). For every e E E, let fe E F(G, 2,) denote the function which maps e to 1 and all the other edges to 0. As a consequence of Proposition 2.1, the space B,( G, 2,) of all zero sum functions on G over Z3 is spanned (as a linear space over GF,) by Bw = (af, 1 e E H}. Let (Tip i = 1,2 Consider now the edges e E T1 for which (fi + f*)(e) = 0. Take the modulo 2 sum of all the elementary circuits which those edges form with the spanning tree T2 (an edge belongs to that sum if and only if it is contained in an odd number of those circuits). This sum, denoted by C, is an edgedisjoint union of circuits. There exist a y E A -(0, x, -x> (since 1 Al 3 4), and an f3 E I$,( G, A) which equals either y or -y (according to the orientation of each edge) on C and 0 elsewhere. The sum f = fi + f2 +f3 belongs to F*(G, A) and its boundary equals b. fi 3.5. The Analogue of Seymour's 6-NZF Theorem Seymour [lo] proved that every 2-edge connected graph admits a 6-NZF. As already mentioned, 2-edge connectivity does not imply A-connectivity, regardless of the order of A. However, 3-edge connectivity (in fact even a slightly weaker condition) yields the following analogue to Seymour's 6-NZF Theorem. THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a 3-edge connected graph and v a vertex of degree 3 of G. Then G -v is A-connected for any Abelian group A of order at least 6. In particular, every 3-edge connected graph is A-connected for such A.
In the sequel we assume without loss of generality that all graphs are loopless and we fix an additive group A or order at least 6. The proof of Theorem 3.2 needs the following three lemmas: In the sequel we call a truncated cubic 3-edge connected graph any graph obtained from a cubic 3-edge connected graph with at least 4 vertices by the deletion of a single vertex, and we denote by TC3 the class of these graphs. Note that every graph in TC3 is simple and has an odd number of vertices, exactly three of which have degree 2. We now give a simple constructive characterization of TC3, based on the following two basic operations:
Sticking. Let G, G' be two (disjoint) graphs of TC3, v a vertex of G and vi, vi, vi the three vertices of degree 2 of G'. If v has degree 3, let e, , e2, e3 be the three edges of G incident to v. A 3-sticking of G, G' at v is obtained by deleting v from G and making ei incident to v&(~) (i = 1,2, 3) instead of v for an arbitrary permutation 0 of ( 1,2, 3} (see Fig. 3a) . Similarly if v has degree 2, denoting by e,, e2 the two edges of G incident to v, a 2-sticking FIGURE 3 of G, G' at v is obtained by deleting u from G and making ei incident to II& (i = 1,2) instead of u for an arbitrary permutation o of { 1,2, 3) (see Fig. 3b ).
Growing.
Let G be a graph of TC3, e an edge, and u a vertex of degree 2 of G (e and u might be incident). The growing of G at e and u is obtained by replacing e by a path of length 2 with the same ends (thus creating a new vertex II of degree 2) and then introducing a new vertex w joined by two new edges to u and u (see Fig. 4 ). 
Proox
The triangle is obtained from K4 by deletion of a vertex and hence belongs to TC3. By adding to each graph involved in a sticking or growing operation a new vertex joined by new edges to the 3 vertices of degree 2 (see Fig. 3', 4 '), these operations can be identified with well known operations which preserve the class of cubic 3-edge connected graphs. Hence TC3 is closed under sticking and growing. Conversely, let G be a graph in TC3 distinct from the triangle and let e be an edge of G incident to a vertex of degree 2. Let G+ be the cubic 3-edge connected graph obtained from G by adding a new vertex u joined to each of its 3 vertices of degree.2.
Assume first that the vertex-set of G+ can be partioned into V,, I'/2 with 1 Vi( 2 2 (i= 1,2) in such a way that G+ has exactly three edges joining VI, V,. Since G + is 3-edge connected these three edges are mutually disjoint. If one (respectively none) of them is incident to u, it is easy to see that G can be obtained from two smaller graphs of TC3 by a 2-sticking (respectively 3-sticking) operation.
Now if no such partition exists, the graph H+ obtained from G+ by deleting the edge e and "erasing" its two ends (see Fig. 5 ) is a 3-edge connected cubic graph with at least 4 vertices. Hence H+ -u belongs to TC3 and it is easy to see that G can be obtained from this graph by a growing operation. 1
Remark.
One of the referees of this paper kindly pointed out that the 2-sticking operation is not needed in the above construction of TC3. Our approach avoids the proof of this non-trivial result. FIGURE 4' H-> ( FIGURE 5 We now introduce another class of graphs defined inductively. A 2-join of the graphs G, G' is obtained by taking disjoint copies of G, G' and adding exactly two new edges joining these two copies. We denote by 2C the smallest class of graphs which contains the isolated-vertex graph K1 (one vertex and no edges) and is closed under 2-joins. We call the members of 2C 2-constructible graphs. Note that any 2-constructible graph on p vertices is connected and has exactly 2(p -1) edges.
We shall also need the following definition. Let G, G' be two graphs of which we take disjoint copies, and u be a vertex of G. A replacement of t, by G' in G is obtained by first "splitting" the vertex D of G into new vertices 211, "', u/k, each edge previously incident to u being now incident to one of these new vertices, and then identifying each of these new vertices with some vertex of G' (see Fig. 6 ). It will be convenient to formulate the property of G stated in Lemma 3.3 as follows. G will be said to be well colored if its edges are colored blue and red in such a way that (i) the blue edges form a spanning tree, (ii) contracting the red edges yields a 2-constructive graph.
We need the following observation. Let G = (V, E) be a well colored graph of TC3 with 1 VI = n, so that [El = 3(n -1)/2. Let p be the number of connected components formed on V by the red edges. The graph obtained from G by contracting the red edges has p vertices and since it is 2-constructible, G has 2( p -1) blue edges. Then by (i) 2( p -1) = n -1. It follows that G has $(n -1) = n -p red edges and hence the graph formed on V by the red edges is a forest. Now let us show that every graph of TC3 can be well colored. This property is immediate for the triangle. By Lemma 3.2 it is enough to show that it is preserved under sticking and growing operations.
Consider first two disjoint well colored graphs G = (V, E), G' = ( V, E') of TC3 and let t, be a vertex of G. Let us perform a sticking of G, G' at v (see Fig. 3 ). We let each edge retain its color in this process. Clearly property (i) is still satisfied in the resulting graph G."
Now let H" be the graph obtained from G" by contracting its red edges. The graph H" could also be obtained by first contracting the red edges in both G and G', which yields 2-constructible graphs H We now show that the replacement of a vertex w of a graph H of 2C by a graph H' of 2C yields a graph H" which is also in 2C. Indeed let us consider a construction of H starting from isolated vertices (one for each vertex of H) and using the 2-join operation (with connected operands only). In the first 2-join operation involving w, the isolated vertex w is one of the operands. Replacing this operand by H' and modifying the remaining 2-join operations in the appropriate way will yield a construction which shows that H" is in 2C. Thus we have shown that property (ii) is also satisfied in the graph G".
Consider now a well colored graph G of TC3 and let e be an edge and u be a vertex of degree 2 of G. Let us perform a growing operation of G at e and u (see Fig. 4) . Each edge of G distinct from e will retain its color in the resulting graph G'. If e is red we color red the two edges of the path replacing e and blue the two new edges incident to the new vertex. Then (i) is clearly satisfied. Moreover the graph obtained from G' by contracting its red edges can also be obtained by first contracting the red edges of G and then performing a 2-join operation with one new vertex. Hence (ii) is also satisfied. Finally if e is blue, coloring blue the two new edges incident to the new vertex, it is possible to color one edge of the path replacing e blue and *the other red such that (i) is satisfied. Then (ii) will also be satisfied as before. 1 has boundary b and it satisfies de) $ (09 4 ---xl for eE T.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, now take all the edges for which g equals 0 and form the modulo 2 sum C of their elementary circuits with respect to T. Let f3 be an A-flow which equals either x or --x (according to the orientation of each edge) on C and 0 elsewhere. f = fS + g belongs to I;*(G, A) and satisfies df= b and hence G is A-connected. 1
EXTENSIONS TO REGULAR MATROIDS
The notion of flows in general, as well as that of NZF's, is naturally extended to the wider framework of regular matroids [ 11, 7, 81 . The terminology we use in this section is that of [ 111 and the reader is referred to that article for the relevant terms and definition. In particular, as agreed for graphs, a regular matroid is assumed to be equipped with an arbitrary orientation.
Although the boundary of a function on a non-graphic matroid cannot be easily defined (being based on the existence of vertices), A-connectivity is naturally defined in terms of flows, by means of Proposition 2.2 (ii), as follows: DEFINITION. Let M be a regular matroid and A a non-trivial Abelian group. M is locally A-connected if and only if for every function fi M + A there exists an A-flow f~ FO(M, A), such that for every e E A4, f(e) #T(e).
It is straightforward to generalize the relevant definitions (that of the k-closure for example) and then to state and prove the extensions for regular matroids of Lemma 2.1, Propositions 2.3, 2.4, as well as Theorem 3.1. A restricted version of Theorem 3.2 can also be proved, referring to regular matroids which contain disjoint subsets T and R such that cl,(T) = cl,(R) = M.
Let us pay now some attention to the case where M is a cographic matroid, M = M*(G). In that case, A-connectivity of M is equivalent to the following property of G, defined in terms of vertex coloring: DEFINITION. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and A a non-trivial Abelian group. Then G is A-colorable if and only if for every fE F( G, A) there exists an "A-coloring" c: V + A such that for every e = (x, y) E E (assumed to be directed from x to y), c(x) -c(y) #y(e).
Clearly an A-colorable graph is 1 Al-colorable (take f= 0) and A-colorability is the dual of local A-connectivity, in the same way that k-colorability is the dual of admitting a k-NZF.
Let the dual of the k-closure operator (that is the k-closure in the cocycle matroid M*(G) of a graph G) be referred to as the k*-closure. We observe that a graph G is the k*-closure of a subgraph H if and only if every nonempty subgraph of G -E(H) contains an edge-cut of cardinality at most k. (This is the dual form of the following easy observation: G is the k-closure of H if and only if, for every proper subgraph R which contains H, the graph obtained from G by the contraction of R, has a circuit of cardinality at most k). In particular, G is the k*-closure of the empty set if and only if every non-empty subgraph of G contains an edge-cut of cardinality at most k.
In light of the last observation, Proposition 2.4, when applied to cographic matroids, takes the following form: PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G have an A-colorable subgraph H such that every non-empty subgraph of G -H contains an edge-cut of cardinality less than 1 A 1. Then G is A-colorable.
A direct consequence of Proposition 4.1 is the well known fact (e.g., [2, p. 2211 ) that if every non-empty subgraph of G has a vertex of degree less than k then G is k-colorable. In fact such a graph is also A-colorable for every A of order at least k. Another immediate implication of Proposition 4.1 is the following: PROPOSITION 4.2. Every simple planar graph is A-colorable for every Abelian group of order 2 6.
